
DV6
HD Video Recorder with DMS Technology

Welcome to artificial intelligence at its most accurate   
Powered by RoscoLive®



Vehicles secured

2 Million
Drivers protected

20 Million
Miles driven

50 Billion

Keeping our roads 
safe for more than 
100 years 

In the last 20 years alone, we’ve …

Rosco is a leading global supplier of vision safety solutions to the 
bus and truck marketplace with over 110 years of engineering and 
manufacturing experience. Since 1907, Rosco has been headquartered 
in New York City, with products engineered, manufactured, and 
supported in the USA. 

Today, Rosco remains the largest manufacturer of bus mirrors and 
vision technologies in North America and continues to develop 
cutting edge innovations for safer roads. 

...enabling countless safety and liability savings.

Finally, a dashcam with  
actual intelligence
With our AI, driver management is 
more accurate than ever.

Are you tired of false positive events, or false negative losses of critical video you needed to see?  
Then let us introduce you to DV6...

Designed with security in mind, the next generation of Rosco’s Dual-Vision® camera allows you to 
drive with confidence. The DV6 is a compact camera that employs smart security to protect your 
drivers.

Rosco’s new DV6 captures and processes full HD footage of the driver and the road with local and 
cloud storage options. It generates in-cab alerts for drivers when risky behaviors are detected, 
and provides data for fleet managers to help monitor safety trends over time.

Secured Protected Driven

vehicles drivers miles

Continuous video and event recorder 
with laser focused accuracy to detect 
events like G-shock, speeding, driver 
panic button, and AI/DMS events of 
cellphone footage, drowsiness, and 
critical distraction.

HD

128GB SD card standard local storage, 
scalable to 1TB and 2,000 hours 
maximum. Event videos transmitted to 
RoscoLive Cloud are stored for 1 year.

Internal modem and antenna for 
minimal clutter under the dash with 
less connections and tamper points.

Tested and proven by the most 
stringent, heavy-duty vehicle 
environmental vibration standards  
like SAE 31455-201703.

OBD or J1939 connections for quick 
and simple install using Rosco’s Installer 
app. (iOS and Android capable)

Tamperproof security fasteners to 
protect camera mounting angle to 
bracket, camera lens adjustment, and 
access panel with power connectors 
and SD card.

Translation—the most secure  
dash cam in the industry.

Full HD resolution cameras, both 
individually capable of 1080p or 
720p with up to 30 FPS. Real time 
livestreaming from either lens to see 
the driver and the road ahead.

HD

2 cameras integrated in a single 
horizontal housing for minimal forward 
view obstruction.

Start your free trial

http://roscovision-8311978.hs-sites.com/free-trial-dv6-brochure


Your drivers will thank you.
With AI technology that helps to increase driver safety and minimize the risks of road 
collisions, the DV6 tracks drivers for instances of phone use, drowsiness, and other 
distractions. When this behavior is shown, the DV6 alerts the driver with an audible 
reminder chime. DMS alerts via SMS or email will also notify Fleet managers with footage 
available.  As a result, fleet managers can coach drivers and improve the overall operational 
efficiency for their fleet.

Greater confidence for your drivers

Smarter technology for the businesses 
that drive our world.

Rosco’s algorithms ensure the Dual-Vision® camera is perfectly synced across all vehicles. 
By using Machine Vision, in-cab facial recognition technology links drivers  with data — 
for everyone’s safety. In turn, maximize productive alerts with Rosco’s market-leading 
intelligence, proven to offer superior accuracy.

Another kind of AI: actual insights

Making life on the road  
easier and safer for 
every fleet.

Focus only on what matters with intuitive, real-time notifications and analytics to help 
drivers and inform business decisions. Install each system quickly using our RoscoLive® 
installer app and keep your vehicles on the road with minimum down time. Lastly, zero 
maintenance! That’s right: zero maintenance, we know you have more important things 
to do.

Built for everyone, customized for you

Installation is as easy as 1-2-3 with  Rosco’s new Installer App
Rosco’s new Installer app (available for iOS and 

Android) cuts down install times and creates 
a seamless process. The DV6 is packaged with 

an internal modem and antenna allowing for the 
simplest hardware installation with one mounting 

point, and one camera to vehicle connection. 

Get Pricing

Quick, simple installation  
and effortless maintenance
with OTA updates.

http://roscovision-8311978.hs-sites.com/free-trial-dv6-brochure


Fully integrated with the DV6 dashcam
See videos of incidents just minutes after they occur, thanks to the automatic upload 
setting. RoscoLive® works with 4G LTE – fully tested and certified by Verizon, AT&T, 
T-Mobile, Bell, and more. RoscoLive® offers customizable datasets and reports on alerts, 
collisions, miles driven, speeding, fuel consumption and driver scores.

Transforming driver management 
with RoscoLive® 

Cutting-edge technology to future-proof your fleet
Improved user interface of RoscoLive® offers new experience with GPS tracking, live 
streaming video and customized reporting. See where all of your vehicles are in real 
time, using a single interface with full Google Maps functionality. RoscoLive® allows you 
to watch and flag incident footage, stream video live from a vehicle, or share and 
download recordings.

Support and protection for drivers
Powered by RoscoLive,® our new driver monitoring area allows you to link driver 
IDs to specific routes, vehicles and events – helping you target training where 
it’s needed, set goals for individuals and teams, and ensure the safety and 
security of people and cargo.

Fight fatigue and drowsiness
Long hours behind the wheel make drivers of trucks, emergency vehicles and passenger 
vehicles susceptible to fatigue. The Rosco DV6 uses AI to track the driver’s eyes and 
head position for signs of tiredness (including yawning), issuing an audio alert when 
drowsiness kicks in.

Giving fleet managers the tools to reduce 
high-risk driving on the road with AI

Shut out distractions 
Distractions inside or outside the cab can lead to poor driver performance and accidents 
on the road. Potentially dangerous driver behaviors are monitored in real-time. Rosco’s 
DV6 technology sends on-the-spot audio warnings with amazing accuracy to prompt 
corrective actions, then uploads videos to the cloud.

Monitor phone usage 
Phones and smartwatches are everywhere, but taking a phone call – or even a quick 
glance – while driving could have severe consequences. When the Rosco DV6 detects a 
driver holding a phone to their ear, it generates an audio alert to warn the driver.

Send alerts & notifications
Not only will the DV6 generate an alert to warn the driver, it will send an instantaneous SMS 
or e-mail alert to management, allowing for instant interventions and livestreaming to get 
ahead of potential major issues.

Start your free trial

All the tools you need including crystal clear livestreaming 
from all camera lenses.

http://roscovision-8311978.hs-sites.com/free-trial-dv6-brochure


Manage your fleet, monitor your drivers and keep your focus on the road ahead. 

The Rosco DV6 with RoscoLive® works seamlessly with many technology service providers. 
Want to know more? Our integration with Geotab makes for a perfect case study.

Seamless integration, courtesy of Rosco

Cloud Storage RoscoLive

A.I camera system

Meet Geotab, a powerful telematics tool for fleet 
management – and one of our largest integration 
partners. Rosco video footage adds a new dimension to 
your Geotab data and reporting.

Rosco’s DV+RoscoLive® add-in is a truly seamless 
integration that adds the power of video to  crucial
data, all within the myGeotab interface. When an 
Exception occurs, it’s easier than ever for fleet  
managers to find out not just what  happened, but why.

Proud to be a Tier 1 supplier to North America’s top vehicle manufacturers 
and fleets.

Our safety products make Rosco the manufacturing partner of choice for more than 1,000 
commercial fleets – trucks, buses, purpose-built and last mile delivery vehicles, emergency & 
rescue, off-road and more – all across North America and growing worldwide.

Protecting more than 1,000 fleets 
 across America.  

Get started with Rosco’s DV6 and RoscoLive® by scheduling a live demo.

We believe our products and services are at the cutting edge of what’s possible – 
but we want to keep pushing boundaries. Your feedback helps us to continuously 
improve our cameras and technologies. Let us know what you like and what we 
need to work on.

Ready for the future?

You matter

Get Pricing

http://roscovision-8311978.hs-sites.com/free-trial-dv6-brochure
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Accurate intelligence for your commercial fleet.
Innovative, robust, connected AI – 

tomorrow’s technology for today’s roads.

www.roscolive.com

videomatics@roscovision.com

(800) 227-2095

Start your free trial

http://roscovision-8311978.hs-sites.com/free-trial-dv6-brochure
https://www.facebook.com/RoscoVision
https://twitter.com/roscovision
https://www.youtube.com/c/Roscovision
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rosco-vision-systems/mycompany/
https://www.instagram.com/roscovision/

